
The Periscope Program
Your Data-Driven Solution To Reduce Risk
Periscope is an innovative and collaborative program, offering a unique perspective into customer’s operations and claims 
experiences, empowering us to see beyond the expected and proactively prevent accidents before they happen. By leveraging 
the expertise of our seasoned underwriters, claims experts, and risk managers we build actionable risk management plans 
so you can approach your daily business activity with confidence, knowing that you have a team of experts ready to guide you 
towards optimal outcomes. 
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The P3 Approach
This method forms a comprehensive approach to eliminate key 
loss drivers.

1. Program:  Assess the current methods and solve to help 
fortify against loss

2. Practice:  Ensure the programs are consistently put 
into practice

3. Proof:  Identify the attributes that measure the effectiveness 
of the program to provide proof that the program is working. 

Product Snapshot

Underwriting Expertise 
Our Underwriting Team will focus on 
your business and provide expertise and 
insights you may not know about. Policies 
and endorsements will be on time.

Claim Services Liaison
A Claims Services Director will be your 
personal liaison for any claims-related 
service who will facilitate finding solutions 
for your unique claims needs. 

Risk Engineering Manager
The Risk Engineering Team will analyze 
the loss history to define how and 
where losses occur and to prevent 
them in the future.

Your Periscope Team
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Benefits
 ◉ Reduction in claims by mitigating losses  

 ◉ Improved safety for employees 

 ◉ Less vehicle down time 

 ◉ Freed up time to take business to the next level

 ◉ Insight into industry claims trends 

Program Services
 ◉ Experienced claims and risk management team 

 ◉ Personalized claims data reports and response summary

 ◉ Scheduled informative meetings on claims discussion 
and trends

 ◉ Customized training to address your specific business needs

 ◉ Risk Engineering Tools 


